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INTRODUCTION
Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI) serves the world’s most innovative electronics
companies, helping them develop new ideas that change the way we live. By providing
semiconductor technologies that promote greater power efficiency, enable more features,
enhance performance and deliver more value, TI expands the possibilities every day for how
we learn, connect, grow and discover.
Analog
With the broadest range of innovative analog chips on the market, TI helps 90,000 customers
tackle design challenges so they can deliver high-quality electronic products to their own
customers. We create innovative integrated circuits for industrial, energy, medical, safety and
security applications, and for consumer products that improve the quality of life. For example,
we create data converters that improve the accuracy of industrial test equipment, amplifies
that sharpen image and audio quality in surveillance cameras, interface chips that speed
downloads in high-definition video files, and analog front ends that make smaller ultrasound
equipment possible.
Embedded Processing
TI’s admired portfolio of embedded processing solutions, software and development tools, and
responsive design support help our customers create differentiated embedded designs. Our
microcontrollers (MCUs), ARM-based processors, digital signal processors (DSPs) and
custom products are the foundation for a broad range of performance, power, peripherals and
cost-optimized embedded solutions fueling many of today’s fast-growing markets, from video
conferencing, telecommunications and medical to industrial automation, renewable energy
and motor controls.

EXPECTATIONS OF OUR SUPPLIERS
TI spends more than half its annual revenue on expenditures for goods and services. In order to achieve
world-class manufacturing costs this extends to all costs of TI doing business – both direct and indirect.
Even if TI has great products built around great processes, TI can’t sell them if our costs are not
competitive. Overall cost reduction is a TI priority.
Although cost is very important, other factors are essential as well. TI will select and retain suppliers
based on their ability to provide TI with a sustained competitive advantage in CETRAQ: Cost,
Environmental & Social Responsibility, Technology, Responsiveness, Assurance of Supply and
Quality.
“CETRAQ is part of the process for managing and developing suppliers, awarding
business and creating procurement strategies,” said Rob Simpson, Vice President,
Worldwide Procurement and Logistics. “In addition CETRAQ is a complete list of
performance requirements for TI suppliers.
“The CETRAQ methodology was developed after extensive work with TI business and
technology leaders. We believe it is a consistent framework that successfully measures
metrics across the six CETRAQ categories. It is the framework for communicating with
suppliers in terms of continuous improvement.”
CETRAQ is not a substitute for face-to-face meetings. It is the starting point for discussions of the details
that support these areas of emphasis. We expect suppliers to work with the Worldwide Procurement and
Logistics (WPL) teams to find out how the CETRAQ process applies to them and what steps are needed
to narrow or customize the scorecard requirements for their specific category.
CETRAQ is a measurement tool that shows how a supplier is performing. For new suppliers, CETRAQ
identifies TI’s performance expectations. For existing suppliers, CETRAQ metrics show where they rank
in relationship to other suppliers and where they need to improve.
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INTRODUCTION
This document describes important activities to help TI’s suppliers integrate into a seamless network
where each link provides connections to other links, where open relationships foster shared needs, and,
most importantly, where consistent measurements relay honest feedback on performance.
Texas Instruments
Worldwide Procurement and Logistics
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COST
OBJECTIVES
TI expects to be the best by constantly reducing costs and by paying
the most competitive price worldwide for its equipment, materials and
services. To earn this position, TI will work with its suppliers to become
their preferred customer.

EXPECTATIONS
A global presence positions TI to pursue procurement opportunities not
only with other global companies, but with companies serving the
regions, countries and communities where TI is located. The
availability of high quality, low cost-of-ownership products and services on a worldwide basis offers
significant opportunities for WPL suppliers to increase TI’s competitive performance.

•
•

Cost As An Advantage – TI recognizes that regions of the world may have different cost
structures and pricing. WPL’s objective is to obtain the lowest average worldwide price, either
through a single worldwide price or competitive prices in each regional market.
Cost Reductions – TI expects suppliers to discuss and analyze costs formally. TI also expects
suppliers to execute and share cost reduction programs proactively, both on their own and with TI.

To keep TI competitive, suppliers are expected to implement the following:

•
•
•

Continuous Price Reductions Through Process Improvements – TI expects its suppliers to
have active cost-reduction programs in place that allow them to be low-cost suppliers, while
balancing all six elements of CETRAQ.
Two-Way Feedback On Opportunities For Continuous Improvement – TI expects its
suppliers to participate collaboration to identify cost reduction ideas.
Leadership Toward Standardization – TI prefers to purchase industry-standard material goods
and services at the most competitive price from qualified suppliers.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
Examples of measurement categories for Cost include the following:

•
•
•
•

Cost per wafer/cents per pin vs. target or cost vs. target.
Cost reductions identified and implemented.
Service and spare parts.
Equipment consumables (use and/or cost reduction).
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ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
OBJECTIVE
TI responsibly manages operations and consistently
complies with relevant regulations and customer
requirements. We have the following goals for TI’s
products and services:
• To help improve the quality of life for customers,
employees, suppliers, partners and local
communities.
• To continually improve productivity and
pollution prevention to reduce the potential
ecological impact from operations.

EXPECTATIONS
Environmental Stewardship


Establish an Environmental, Safety and Health (ESH) policy that is approved by the supplier’s
board of directors, the chief executive officer or equivalent management.



Implement a process or system to identify all applicable ESH laws, regulations, rules,
ordinances, permits, licenses, approvals, orders, standards, and relevant customer
requirements and ensure compliance with them.



Implement a process or system to determine and control significant ESH impacts and risks, and
demonstrate continual improvement and conservation of natural resources.



Implement a process or system to identify potentially hazardous situations and minimize their
impact by maintaining and implementing effective emergency response plans.



Comply with TI’s Control Chemicals and Materials Specification (EDGE 6453792) and with any
applicable laws and regulations prohibiting or restricting the use or handling of specific
substances. Suppliers should also disclose all chemical and material analytics to TI to help
achieve regulatory compliance and meet TI and customer demands for such information.

Social Responsibility


Implement a process or system to address accident prevention and make efforts to reduce
injury/illness rate and report results on an annual basis. The injury/illness rate should be less
than half of Supplier’s industry rate (i.e. SIC Code) over the previous 12-month period.



Establish an ethics policy or a code of conduct similar to the Electronics Industry Citizenship
Coalition (EICC) Code of Conduct at (http://www.eicc.info/EICC%20CODE.htm) or the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Code of Business Conduct at
(http://nysemanual.nyse.com/LCMTools/PlatformViewer.asp?searched=1&selectednode=
chp%5F1%5F4%5F3%5F1&CiRestriction=303A&manual=%2Flcm%2Fsections%2Flcm%2
Dsections%2F) and train employees on their company's policy.
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ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY


Adhere to all applicable labor and anti-corruption laws, rules, and regulations and establish a
policy or standard forbidding the payment/acceptance of bribes or kickbacks, human trafficking
and slavery, under-age labor and forced or compulsory labor in the supply chain and supplier
should cascade this requirement throughout their supply chain.



Establish a policy that prohibits the use and or support of any entity that uses mineral extraction
and transport of conflict minerals (Tin, Tantalum, Tungsten and Gold) to promote conflict in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo or surrounding countries. Note: This only applies to
Suppliers whose products contain conflict minerals.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
Examples of measurement categories for Environmental and Social Responsibility include the following:
 Supplier ethics policy or code of conduct
 Supplier ESH policy that is approved by the supplier’s board of directors or equivalent
 Supplier process to identify and comply with all applicable ESH laws, regulations, licenses,
standards, customer requirements, etc. (e.g. SEMI S2 and S8 conformance, conflict minerals
compliance, TI’s control Chemicals and Materials Specification (EDGE 6453792)
 Supplier process to identify and minimize impact from potentially hazardous situations
 Supplier Injury and Illness Rates (Recordable Rate & Lots/Restricted Day Rate)
 Strict Adherence to TI’s Controlled Chemicals & Materials Requirements
(http://wpl.ext.ti.com/ccms/ccms.htm)
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TECHNOLOGY
OBJECTIVES
TI’s goal is to meet end-customer requirements by creating and
delivering new Semiconductor technologies and electronic solutions.
Here, TI’s suppliers play an important role in providing or helping create
some of the core or enabling technologies. Suppliers will work closely
with TI to ensure it delivers new technologies on time, every time, and
that TI meets the requirements of end customers. This requires TI and
its suppliers to improve processes continuously to respond to the needs
of end customers faster than TI competitors, and collaborate to develop
new technologies.

EXPECTATIONS
TI expects its suppliers will have the appropriate technology in one or more critical market segments,
which TI requires in the design, manufacture or delivery of its products to its customers.
Suppliers also must be willing to work closely with TI to identify and share best technologies and industry
practices, and align technology roadmaps to support TI’s future requirements. As appropriate, TI and its
suppliers will jointly share proprietary technology information, and protect and respect the confidentiality
of the other’s as though it was their own.

•

•

Design And Development – Suppliers are expected to allow TI to participate on the supplier’s
design teams early in the development stages to aid in aligning design requirements to improve
technology development collaboration, cycle time, and assurance of supply of the “right solutions
at the right time.”
Quality And Application Support – TI suppliers must provide mature products without
production or quality problems before introduction into TI manufacturing facilities. Additionally,
suppliers must provide applications support to TI anywhere in the world where TI uses the
supplier’s products and services.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
Examples of measurement categories for Technology include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Supplier’s technology roadmap aligned with TI’s technology roadmap.
Supplier’s actual performance to roadmap.
Supplier supported joint development projects (JDPs) and engineering efforts with TI.
Product evaluation projects offered/completed on time.
Supplier’s willingness to engage with TI on developing new processes and equipment that it
currently does not offer.
Supplier’s willingness to allow TI access to its equipment/products in a timely fashion to perform
preliminary evaluations at supplier’s site.
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RESPONSIVENESS
OBJECTIVES
The supply chain, which is comprised of TI, its suppliers and their
suppliers, will be successful if it makes available the desired technical
solutions as well as consistently provides unsurpassed support to
customers.

EXPECTATIONS
As a member of the supply chain, suppliers enable success and help to
achieve high performance in these areas. This begins with suppliers by
understanding TI’s expectations, committing to support them, and developing and deploying their plans
throughout their organizations for a timely and quality execution. It also means providing this same
support internationally to all TI organizations, regardless of the country. This applies to supplied products
or services and related business activities, including pre- and post-sales information, training, installation
and start-up, processes, preventive maintenance, warranty, repair, software updates and long-term
product support.

•

•

•

Resolution Of Market Inquiries And Continuous Improvement – Immediately after any
technical, marketing or commercial problem surfaces, suppliers will decide on corrective actions
and implement them without delay. Unresolved issues will be taken to the appropriate level for
immediate resolution. When technical problems arise in production, failure analysis reports (FAR)
are studied, and appropriate actions will be rapidly executed. All inquiries about products, prices,
availability, deliveries and quality will be answered in a timely manner.
Ease And Efficiency Of Doing Business – Efficient communication networks and processes
are pre-requisites for creating an advantage customers will perceive. It involves the ability to
listen to customers and quickly take actions, make and meet commitments, pay attention to
details and work as a team to establish creative business processes that will bring more value for
customers while increasing accuracy and reducing costs and reaction time.
e-Business – Coordinate and work with TI to use the appropriate electronic commerce tools to
automate transactions for business efficiency and participate in electronic/online sourcing events.
Electronic tools used for automation include, but are not limited to, Web PO and invoicing,
barcode-enabled Receiving / Tracking / In-Transit (RTI) system, Online/Electronic Catalog, and
EDI/Rosetta Net documents.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
Examples of measurement categories for Responsiveness include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supplier responses to issues or requests and prompt resolution.
Supplier vigorously works any Corrective Action Plans.
Supplier has easy accessibility.
Supplier accelerated development of a new product or service to meet TI’s needs.
Supplier uses Equipment down-time response for service and repair: Mean-Time-To-Repair
(MTTR).
Supplier is connected to TI e-business system.
Supplier participates in tier 2 Minority / Women Business Development (MWBD) Programs.
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ASSURANCE OF SUPPLY
OBJECTIVE
TI’s objective is zero manufacturing and operations disruptions through
100 percent on-time deliveries and 100 percent on-time response to new
processes and startups with the needed equipment, materials and
services.

EXPECTATIONS
TI believes that Assurance of Supply is a strategic competitive advantage.
In this environment, TI needs a high level of integration with its suppliers.
This level of integration is determined by the ability of all supply chain members to ensure maximum
responsiveness to end customer requirements, shortest possible cycle times and minimal inventories
between process steps.
TI’s goal is to maximize “make-to-order” and minimize “make-to-forecast,” while achieving a 100 percent
assurance of supply. The supplier capabilities that make these goals possible are:

•

•

•

On-Time Delivery – TI’s definition of “on-time” delivery is zero (0) days late and not more than
five (5) days earlier than TI’s required delivery date. TI expects its suppliers to be logistically
capable of delivering to the point and time of need. Since continuity of supply, not simply on-time
delivery, determines our joint success, TI bases its measure of supplier assurance of supply
performance on zero disruptions, in addition to on-time delivery.
Flexibility To Accommodate Changes – TI fully expects to encounter changes in supply need,
so suppliers should be flexible enough to accommodate these changes. However, in order to
respond, the supplier must work constantly on reducing total cycle times, shortening production
and order processing lead times, building flexible delivery capabilities, and having contingency
plans to address disruptions to supply (natural or man-made). In addition, flexible response may
require the use of shipping packages that meet TI’s environmental, durability and receiving
standards. This also means accommodating TI’s routing requirements.
Consignment Inventory – TI may expect its suppliers to provide consignment inventory for TI.
This inventory may be held until it is actually used, but it should be stocked at the appropriate TI
manufacturing Fab/AT site so that it would be readily and easily accessible for delivery.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
Examples of measurement categories for Assurance of Supply include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•


On-time delivery (%) to request date.
Number of disruptions (due to continuity of supply).
Downtime hours caused by supplier.
Order lead-time with supplier.
Supplier manufacturing cycle time.
Supplier equipment slot reservation practices to TI forecasts.
Surge Capacity.
Delivery Schedule Performance (including incidents of premium freight)
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QUALITY
OBJECTIVE
The TI quality goal is to ensure that its products meet customer expectations.
Quality is a critical element of this overall strategy. It is the responsibility of
each supplier to fully support TI in achieving this objective. Suppliers must
work internally and with their suppliers to ensure that TI meets its customer
expectations. As one of the few semiconductor companies certified under
the ISO/TS 16949 enterprise qualification, TI requires its critical
suppliers to be certified to ISO 9001 with a plan for direct material
suppliers to achieve conformity to ISO/TS 16949. Direct material is
defined as material for use in the manufacturing process and becomes part
of the device or is used in the shipment of product. (Any quality certification exceptions due to TI
Business requirements will be identified in the certification library).

EXPECTATIONS
TI suppliers will use an assessment process that supports the development of a Quality Management
System (QMS). TI expects suppliers to develop their QMS to provide for continual improvement, defect
prevention and the reduction of variation and waste in the supply chain. As customer expectations
increase, supplier performance is expected to be world class. Supplier General Quality Guideline.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
(Note: Please contact your TI account manager and/or buyer for category specific requirements.)

•
•

•

•

Quality Certification
o ISO 9001 or ISO/TS 16949 (latest revisions).
Delivered Product Quality
Accuracy of Certificate of Analysis (CoA) and Certificates of Conformance (CoC) when
o
compared to the TI material specifications.
Reject rate (%) in PPM as measured at incoming.
o
Line Yield Issues.
o
Improved Process Capabilities – TI actively pursues elimination of inspection through
o
certification of supplied materials and processes. Suppliers will address and improve
their process capabilities so that incoming inspection of materials by TI can be eliminated.
Excursions, Alerts or Internal Alerts
o Supplier Quality Issues:
TI External Excursions (root cause is supplier related).
Supplier related issues that impact TI customers.
TI Internal Quality Alerts.
o Corrective Action Response – At a minimum, when quality problems arise, TI expects
its suppliers to provide immediate notification to TI of any problem(s) or respond when
notified by TI of any problem. They are expected to work on containment of problems
until a resolution is reached, identify root causes of the problem(s), implement and verify
corrective action, and identify actions taken to prevent recurring problem(s). TI expects
its suppliers to use the 8D format to document this process and to use the 3x5 Why
Analysis tool to verify the identified root cause.
Management of Change Performance
o Alignment with TI’s Change Control Agreements (per category).
o Supplier PPAP (if applicable, minimum requirement is Part Submission Warrant).
o Qualification and Change Notification – TI expects suppliers to understand TI’s needs,
requirements and specifications. Suppliers are responsible for evaluating any changes to
a process that may affect form, fit, function, quality or reliability of materials supplied to TI.
No changes to processes or shipment of product affected by the changes will be made
without the sufficient advance notice to TI and approval by TI.
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SUMMARY
With the better understanding of TI and its requirements,
suppliers can challenge themselves to:
• Continuous Improvement.
• Develop a better alignment between their
company’s plans and activities and TI’s priorities
and objectives.
• Monitor their own performance against TI
expectations and requirements.
• Compete for the TI Annual Supplier Excellence
Award, which recognizes the very best
performing suppliers of TI.
• Earn more business from TI.

MEASUREMENT PROCESS
•

•

What Suppliers Can Do Now – Review this brochure. TI has prepared this brochure to give
suppliers an overview of the CETRAQ performance expectation guidelines. Look over the sample
measurement scorecard on the next page. Become familiar with the format. It shows examples of
generic CETRAQ expectations. (TI account managers and buyers will detail specific expectations
for a supplier.)
Continuous Improvement And Customer Satisfaction – The purpose of these measurements
is to provide a basis for continuous improvement and customer satisfaction. TI needs world-class
performance from its suppliers.

SUPPLIERS
If you have questions or need clarifications on any of the requirements or activities suggested in this
document, you may contact your TI WPL procurement specialist, procurement manager or procurement
director, who will answer questions or make contacts to the relevant organizations.

•

If you are interested in knowing more about TI, visit TI’s Investor Relations Company Info web
site at: http://www.ti.com/corp/docs/company/index.htm
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SCORECARD SAMPLE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SUPPLIER EXPECTATIONS

COST
A. Cost per wafer/cents per pin vs. target or cost vs. target
B. Year over year price reductions
C. Cost reduction identified and implemented
D. Service and spare parts
E. Equipment consumables (use and/or cost reduction)
F. TCO

ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
A. Environmental, Safety and Health (ESH) policy in place and endorsed by management
B. Ethics policy or code of conduct similar to the Electronics Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC)
Code of Conduct
C. Process to identify and comply with all applicable ESH laws, regulations, licenses, standards, and
customer requirements
D. Process to identify and minimize impact from potentially hazardous situations
E. Injury and Illness Rates (Recordable Rate & Lots/Restricted Day Rate)
F. Strict Adherence to TI’s Controlled Chemicals and Materials Requirements

TECHNOLOGY
A. Supplier’s technology roadmap aligned with TI’s technology roadmap
B. Supplier’s actual performance to roadmap
C. Supplier supported joint development projects (JDPs) and engineering efforts with TI
D. Product evaluation projects offered/completed

RESPONSIVENESS
A. Supplier responded to issues or requests and resolved promptly
B. Supplier accelerated development of a new product or service to meet TI’s needs
C. Equipment down-time response for service and repair (example - Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
D. Connected to TI e-business system

ASSURANCE OF SUPPLY
A. On-time delivery (%) to request date
B. Number of disruptions (due to continuity of supply)
C. Downtime hours caused by supplier
D. Order lead-time with supplier
E. Supplier manufacturing cycle time
F. Supplier equipment slot reservation practices to TI forecasts
G. Surge Capacity
H. Delivery Schedule Performance (including incidents of premium freight)

QUALITY
A. Quality Certifications (ISO 9001 or IS/TS 16949 – latest revisions)
B. Delivered Product Quality (Accuracy of CoAs and CoCs, Reject rate [%] in PPM, Yield Issues)
C. Excursions, Alerts or Internal Alerts
D. Management of Change Performance
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